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Recognizing the mannerism ways to acquire this book like a river a civil war novel is
additionally useful. You have remained in right site to begin getting this info. get the like a river
a civil war novel associate that we allow here and check out the link.
You could buy guide like a river a civil war novel or get it as soon as feasible. You could quickly
download this like a river a civil war novel after getting deal. So, following you require the
books swiftly, you can straight acquire it. It's appropriately completely easy and suitably fats,
isn't it? You have to favor to in this melody
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Like a River: A Civil War Novel: Amazon.co.uk: Kathy Cannon Wiechman: Books. Skip to main
content. Try Prime Hello, Sign in Account & Lists Sign in Account & Lists Orders Try Prime
Basket. Books Go Search Today's Deals Vouchers AmazonBasics Best ...
Like a River: A Civil War Novel: Amazon.co.uk: Kathy ...
Like a River: A Civil War Novel eBook: Wiechman, Kathy Cannon: Amazon.co.uk: Kindle
Store. Skip to main content. Try Prime Hello, Sign in Account & Lists Sign in Account & Lists
Returns & Orders Try Prime Basket. Kindle Store. Go Search Hello Select your ...
Like a River: A Civil War Novel eBook: Wiechman, Kathy ...
Like a River is the story of two teenagers, Leander and “Paul,” who join the Union Army during
the Civil War. However, neither of the two really experience much fighting, and instead the
novel is more of a depiction of a hospital and a prisoner-of-war camp than an account of Civil
War battles. Leander gets injured and sent to a hospital.
Like a River: A Civil War Novel by Kathy Cannon Wiechman
Like a River is a lyrical atmospheric first novel told in two voices. Readers will be transported to
the homes,waterways, camps, hospitals, and prisons of the Civil–War era. They will also see
themselves in the universal themes of dealing with parents, friendships, bullying, failure, and
young love.
Like a River: A Civil War Novel Book Review and Ratings by ...
Like a River: A Civil War Novel by Kathy Cannon Wiechman. Posted on May 27, 2016 by
nadinesildarian97 under Uncategorized. Wow but that title took way too long to type out. First
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Edition. Not much of a Civil War buff, to be honest here. Read a lot of WWI and WWII books,
plenty of Revolutionary War books, even delved into the War of 1812.
Like a River: A Civil War Novel by Kathy Cannon Wiechman ...
Like a River: A Civil War Novel. We rated this book: $ 17.95. Leander is fifteen and lives in his
older brother’s shadow. Nate, eighteen, is everything Leander wants to be. When Nate
announces he is joining the Union Army with his friend, Given, Leander watches the decision
drive a wedge between his parents. Days later, Nate is badly injured ...
Like a River: A Civil War Novel | Tulsa Book Review
AbeBooks.com: Like a River: A Civil War Novel: Spine creases, wear to binding and pages
from reading. May contain limited notes, underlining or highlighting that does affect the text.
Possible ex library copy, will have the markings and stickers associated from the library.
Accessories such as CD, codes, toys, may not be included.
Like a River: A Civil War Novel by Kathy Cannon Wiechman ...
Like A River. LIKE A RIVER is Kathy Cannon Wiechman’s debut novel. The breakout novel
launched in the spring of 2015, and has seen great success, being embraced by adults as well
as the young readers for whom it was published. LIKE A RIVER brings history to life through
an exciting Civil War story, that approaches lesser-known aspects of the war. Compelled by
the staggering statistics of the United States of America’s deadliest war and the widespread
impact it had on every family, LIKE A ...
Like A River | Children's Historical Fiction | Kathy ...
Like a River is a lyrical atmospheric first novel told in two voices. Readers will be transported to
the homes,waterways, camps, hospitals, and prisons of the Civil–War era. They will also see
themselves in the universal themes of dealing with parents, friendships, bullying, failure, and
young love.
Like a River: A Civil War Novel: Wiechman, Kathy Cannon ...
“Like a River” is available on my new EP, “The Middle” out now on Spotify, Apple Music,
iTunes, etc... http://smarturl.it/MreeTheMiddle Physical CDs Now Avai...
Mree - Like A River (Lyric Video) - YouTube
Like a River: A Civil War Novel. by Kathy Cannon Wiechman. 3.89 avg. rating · 236 Ratings.
Leander and Polly are two teenage Union soldiers who carry deep, dangerous secrets.
Leander is underage when he enlists and Polly follows her father into war disguised as his son.
The war proves life …
Books similar to Like a River: A Civil War Novel
Like a River is the story of two teenagers, Leander and “Paul,” who join the Union Army during
the Civil War. However, neither of the two really experience much fighting, and instead the
novel is more of a depiction of a hospital and a prisoner-of-war camp than an account of Civil
War battles. Leander gets injured and sent to a hospital.
Book Review: Like a River by Kathy Cannon Wiechman | Mboten
liked like a river a civil war nove book like a river a civil war novel uploaded by robert ludlum
like a river is the story of two teenagers leander and paul who join the union army during the
civil war however neither of the two really experience much fighting and instead the novel is
more of a depiction of a hospital and a prisoner of war camp
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Like A River A Civil War Novel [EPUB]
Like a River: A Civil War Novel Nov 18, 2020 - 20:56 PM Kathy Cannon Wiechman Like a
River A Civil War Novel Winner The Grateful American Book PrizeLeander and Polly are two
teenage Union soldiers who carry deep dangerous secrets Leander is underage when he
enlists and Polly follows her father into war dis
Like a River: A Civil War Novel - kalookiexpert.co.uk
Like a River is a lyrical atmospheric first novel told in two voices. Readers will be transported to
the homes,waterways, camps, hospitals, and prisons of the Civil–War era. They will also see
themselves in the universal themes of dealing with parents, friendships, bullying, failure, and
young love.
Like a River by Kathy Cannon Wiechman: 9781629792095 ...
young union soldier who tends to his like a river a civil war novel by kathy cannon wiechman
ages 10 13 this book follows the intersecting stories of two underage kids leander and polly
who both enlist in the civil war for different reasons their journeys are hard battles prison
hospitals and suffering the teens learn more than they ever
Like A River A Civil War Novel [EBOOK]
Like A River A Civil War Novel By Kathy Cannon Wiechman like a river is a lyrical atmospheric
first novel told in two voices readers will be transported to the homeswaterways camps
hospitals and prisons of the civil war era they will also see themselves in the

Winner, The Grateful American Book Prize Leander and Polly are two teenage Union soldiers
who carry deep, dangerous secrets. Leander is underage when he enlists and Polly follows her
father into war disguised as his son. The war proves life changing for both as they survive
incredible odds. Leander struggles to be accepted as a man and loses his arm as a
consequence. Polly mourns the death of her father, endures Andersonville Prison, and
narrowly escapes the Sultana steamboat disaster. As the lives of these young, brave soldiers
intersect, each finds a wealth of courage and learns about the importance of loyalty, family,
and love. Like a River is a lyrical atmospheric first novel told in two voices. Readers will be
transported to the homes,waterways, camps, hospitals, and prisons of the Civil-War era. They
will also see themselves in the universal themes of dealing with parents, friendships, bullying,
failure, and young love.
This historical e-book tells the story of two boys living in the South during the tragic days of the
Civil War. James is a proud Southerner who feels responsible for providing for his newly
widowed mother and his younger sister. Eli is the lone outdoor slave of a bitter man who sold
off Eli's mother two years earlier. When circumstances force them to work side by side, each
boy's eyes are opened to new ways of thinking, leading to an exciting conclusion. Filled with
thoughtful prose and historical references, The Songs of Stone River brings the Civil War era
to life.
Hailed as one of the year's top five novels by Time, and selected as one of the best books of
the year by nearly all major newspapers, national bestseller Peace Like a River captured the
hearts of a nation in need of comfort. "A rich mixture of adventure, tragedy, and healing,"
Peace Like a River is "a collage of legends from sources sacred and profane -- from the Old
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Testament to the Old West, from the Gospels to police dramas" (Ron Charles, The Christian
Science Monitor). In "lyrical, openhearted prose" (Michael Glitz, The New York Post), Enger
tells the story of eleven-year-old Reuben Land, an asthmatic boy who has reason to believe in
miracles. Along with his sister and father, Reuben finds himself on a cross-country search for
his outlaw older brother who has been controversially charged with murder. Their journey is
touched by serendipity and the kindness of strangers, and its remarkable conclusion shows
how family, love, and faith can stand up to the most terrifying of enemies, the most tragic of
fates. Leif Enger's "miraculous" (Valerie Ryan, The Seattle Times) novel is a "perfect book for
an anxious time ... of great literary merit that nonetheless restores readers' faith in the kindness
of stories" (Marta Salij, Detroit Free Press).
Presents Black history in America as a force of strong resistance to racism and slavery rather
than accommodation and discusses the people and events of this struggle
Throughout the history of the African American people there has been no stronger resource for
overcoming adversity than the black church. From its role in leading a group of free Blacks to
form a colony in Sierra Leone in the 1790s to helping ex-slaves after the Civil War, and from
playing major roles in the Civil Rights Movement to offering community outreach programs in
American cities today, black churches have been the focal point of social change in their
communities. Based on extensive research over several years, Mighty Like a River is the first
comprehensive account of how black churches have helped shape American society. An
expert in African American culture, Andrew Billingsley surveys nearly a thousand black
churches across the country, including its oldest, the First African Baptist Church in Savannah,
Georgia. These black churches, whose roots extend back to antebellum times, have
periodically confronted social, economic, and political problems facing the African American
community. Mighty Like a River addresses such questions as: How widespread and effective is
the community activity of black churches? What are the patterns of activities being undertaken
today? How do activist churches confront such problems as family instability, youth
development, AIDS and other health issues, and care for the elderly? With profiles of the
remarkable black heroes and heroines who helped create the activist church, and a compelling
agenda for expanding the black church's role in society at large, Mighty Like a River is an
inspirational, visionary, and definitive account of the subject.
The Barfield brothers are separated by a Comanche raid. Years later, they are destined to be
reunited and discover how their separate lives have changed them.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER OPRAH'S BOOK CLUB PICK The unique and deeply
moving saga of four generations of African-American women whose journey from slavery to
freedom begins on a Creole plantation in Louisiana. Beginning with her great-great-great-great
grandmother, a slave owned by a Creole family, Lalita Tademy chronicles four generations of
strong, determined black women as they battle injustice to unite their family and forge success
on their own terms. They are women whose lives begin in slavery, who weather the Civil War,
and who grapple with contradictions of emancipation, Jim Crow, and the pre-Civil Rights
South. As she peels back layers of racial and cultural attitudes, Tademy paints a remarkable
picture of rural Louisiana and the resilient spirit of one unforgettable family. There is Elisabeth,
who bears both a proud legacy and the yoke of bondage... her youngest daughter, Suzette,
who is the first to discover the promise-and heartbreak-of freedom... Suzette's strong-willed
daughter Philomene, who uses a determination born of tragedy to reunite her family and gain
unheard-of economic independence... and Emily, Philomene's spirited daughter, who fights to
secure her children's just due and preserve their dignity and future. Meticulously researched
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and beautifully written, Cane River presents a slice of American history never before seen in
such piercing and personal detail.
The past fifteen years have seen renewed interest in the civil rights movement. Television
documentaries, films and books have brought the struggles into our homes and classrooms
once again. New evidence in older criminal cases demands that the judicial system reconsider
the accuracy of investigations and legal decisions. Racial profiling, affirmative action, voting
districting, and school voucher programs keep civil rights on the front burner in the political
arena. In light of this, there are very few resources for teaching the civil rights at the university
level. This timely and invaluable book fills this gap. This book offers perspectives on presenting
the movement in different classroom contexts; strategies to make the movement come alive for
students; and issues highlighting topics that students will find appealing. Including sample
syllabi and detailed descriptions from courses that prove effective, this work will be useful for
all instructors, both college and upper level high school, for courses in history, education, race,
sociology, literature and political science.
This true story of an epic courtroom showdown, where two of the nation's largest corporations
were accused of causing the deaths of children from water contamination, was a #1 national
bestseller and winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award. Described as “a page-turner
filled with greed, duplicity, heartache, and bare-knuckle legal brinksmanship by The New York
Times, A Civil Action is the searing, compelling tale of a legal system gone awry—one in which
greed and power fight an unending struggle against justice. Yet it is also the story of how one
man can ultimately make a difference. Representing the bereaved parents, the unlikeliest of
heroes emerges: a young, flamboyant Porsche-driving lawyer who hopes to win millions of
dollars and ends up nearly losing everything, including his sanity. With an unstoppable
narrative power reminiscent of Truman Capote’s In Cold Blood, A Civil Action is an
unforgettable reading experience that will leave the reader both shocked and enlightened. A
Civil Action was made into a movie starring John Travolta and Robert Duvall.
During the early days of the Civil War, the Pruitt family takes in two mysterious young ladies
who have fled New Orleans to come north to Illinois. An ALA Notable Book & Best Book for
Young Adults. Reprint.
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